Have You Heard?
Track 5
Verse 1
I wanna help you out
I want to assist you
It might do you good
Or also benefit you
I don't want to make
Things unclear
I don't want to confuse
What you might hear
Let me show, explain, or demonstrate
What I see
We can make something simple, so extraordinary
And if you focus we can hope this concentration
Will find time to share, its generosity
Because I'm humble
I know I'm not perfect
I'm not too proud to tell you
That I know you're worth it
You can make yourself
Better and bigger
Just increase your knowledge
And show that you're a winner
And if you lack this
And feel that you're missing
Something so amazing
Something so outstanding
Get yourself ready
On your marks, let's go
Proceed right along
Prepare for the show
Verse 2
Are you feeling sick
Perhaps a bit queasy
Are you nervous cuz you heard
This wasn't easy
Free up your mind
Release and you'll find
It becomes a regular routine
Each and every time
So typical
It's normal and expected
An ordinary situation
Nothin’ perfected
But at the end of it all
You will see
That you have
Many things to share with your variety
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Chorus
MindMuzic, MindMuzic
Play it, have you heard?
Building your vocab
Remember every word
If you listen super close you will hear
Definitions
Vocab for ya ear
(Repeat)
Verse 3
Take all your skills
And see what you will be
Capable of in this life that
You can only lead
It's important to communicate
Make something known
Share the ideas you have with a voice
Of your own
Then make them grow bigger, better, and stronger
Develop ideas, until you can't any longer
Then you have
Something real you created
You feel relaxed at ease
And you would never trade it
And in an instant not a minute
But immediately
You desire no worries
To be carefree
Will be frequent
You'll see many times
You'll know it's important
And then recognize
How you need it
To stay alive
It's the only real thing you need
To survive
These words
That you heard
We're building ’em up
Cuz this is Mind Muzic vocab
What’s up
Repeat Chorus
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